Allen, Crystal
SPIRIT WEEK SHOWDOWN
Mya is excited about participating in School Spirit Week, but when she accidentally gets paired with the biggest bully in school, Mean Connie, she must learn to work with Mean Connie while reconciling with best friend Naomi, who believes Mya broke a promise.

J FICTION ALLEN

Amato, Mary
OUR TEACHER IS A VAMPIRE
AND OTHER (NOT) TRUE STORIES
The students in Mrs. Penrose’s class find an outlet in a shared journal, in which they provide evidence that she is a vampire and spin other wild rumors, when their teacher’s baby arrives too soon and she is replaced by a rigid substitute.

J FICTION AMATO

Blume, Judy
THE ONE IN A MIDDLE
IS A GREEN KANGAROO
Freddy hates being the middle one in the family until he gets a part in the school play.

J FICTION BLUME

Bruel, Nick
BAD KITTY: GETS A BATH
Takes a humorous look at the normal way cats bathe, why it is inappropriate for humans to bathe that way, and the challenges of trying to give a cat a real bath with soap and water.

J FICTION BRUEL

Creech, Sharon
GRANNY TORRELLI MAKES SOUP
With the help of her wise old grandmother, twelve-year-old Rosie manages to work out some problems in her relationship with her best friend, Bailey, the boy next door.

J FICTION CREECH

Dahl, Roald
THE BFG
The BFG—Big Friendly Giant—kidnaps Sophie from her bed in the orphanage and takes her back to Giantland where she becomes involved in a scheme to end the loathsome activities of nine evil giants.

J FICTION DAHL

DiCamillo, Kate
WHERE ARE YOU GOING, BABY LINCOLN?
What if timid Baby Lincoln broke free of her bossy sister and set off on an unexpected journey?

J FICTION DICAMILLO
FINDING DORY: THE JUNIOR NOVELIZATION
After Dory remembers where her home is, she has to make the journey back to her mother and father.

J FICTION DISNEY

Durand, Hallie DESSERT FIRST
3rd grader Dessert’s love of treats leads to a change in her large family’s dinner routine, then an awful mistake, and later a true sacrifice after her teacher, Mrs. Howdy Doody, urges students to march to the beat of their own drums.

J FICTION DURAND

Goldberg, Whoopi SUGAR PLUM BALLERINAS: PLUM FANTASTIC
Although Alexandrea does not want to be a ballerina, her mother enrolls her in ballet school and she is chosen for the starring role in the school recital even though she is an awful dancer and suffers from stage fright.

J FICTION GOLDBERG

Holub, Joan HEROES IN TRAINING: ZEUS AND THE THUNDERBOLT OF DOOM
When ten-year-old Zeus is kidnapped, he discovers he can defend himself with a magical thunderbolt.

J FICTION HOLUB

Maddox, Jake DOUBLE AXEL DOUBT
Gabby’s new figure-skating coach pushes her to do the same, difficult jump on which she fell the previous year, injuring her ankle.

J FICTION MADDOX

Peterson, Scott THE JOKER VIRUS
The Joker has created a virus that infects the latest videogame craze, and turns players into zombies—but in order to defeat him Batman must first discover where he is hiding with the kidnapped creator of the videogame.

J FICTION BATMAN

Smith, Alex CLAUDE ON THE SLOPES
Claude and his best friend, Sir Bobblysock, go to the Snowy Mountains to swish down the powdery slopes, but when their winter wonderland threatens to avalanche, Claude must come to the rescue.

J FICTION SMITH

Spinelli, Jerry THIRD GRADE ANGELS
“George ‘Suds’ Morton competes with his third-grade classmates to earn the first ‘halo’ of the year for good behavior, but being good turns out to be more stressful than he anticipated”.

J FICTION SPINELLI

Stainton, Sue CHOCOLATE CAT
A clever cat helps his owner, a chocolate maker, to discover the magic in his work and together they transform a colorless town into a place of beauty and happiness. Includes facts about the history and production of chocolate.

J FICTION STAINTON

SERIES

A To Z Mysteries
Amber Brown
Buddy Files
Chicken Squad
Cupcake Club
Geronimo Stilton
Judy Moody & Stink
Magic Tree House
Milo & Jazz Mysteries
My Weird School Mysteries
Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew
Princess Posey
Starring Jules
Whatever After
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